The traditional research on the capacity of the Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) mainly lacks realistic models mimicking the behaviors of vehicles and the MAC protocol applied by IEEE 802.11p. To overcome these drawbacks, in this paper, the network transmission capacity analysis for VANETs is carried out from the perspective of the spatial geometric relationship among different vehicles. Specifically, the transmission scheme in this system is set to mimic enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) protocol, in which the division of priorities is taken into account both the data type and the transmission distance requirement. Meanwhile, the moving pattern of vehicles is described as the classic car-following model according to realistic characteristics of VANET, and the propagation channel is modeled as a combination of large-scale path-loss and small-scale Rayleigh fading. Based on this model, the transmission opportunity under EDCA protocol is quantified and compared with that of CSMA/CA, and then the outage probability is calculated under the worst interfered scenario. Finally, the transmission capacity is thereby calculated and verified by the simulation results.
Introduction
Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) have attracted significant interests in industries and the academia in recent years [1, 2] . To support various applications, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) allocated 75 MHz in 5.9 GHz band for dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) [3] . The applications in VANETs deliver functions and services mainly in traffic safety and consumer convenience [4, 5] . With the rapid development of traffic, the frequent use of the aforementioned applications for communication continues to increase, however, the network capacity of VANET is limited and the transmission QoS is difficult to be guaranteed. Therefore, the network capacity analysis of VANET is still necessary.
Gupta and Kumar [6] initially developed the concept and expression of transport capacity in wireless ad hoc networks following the scaling-law based analysis method. They proved that a sum network capacity Ω n/ log n is feasible in a generic ad hoc network with n nodes. The definition of transmission capacity has far-reaching significance for the study of wireless ad hoc network capacity. For the first time, the transmission distance is related to the network capacity, and it has been widely recognized by the academic community. Based on this pioneering work, a number of studies extend the theories in different transmission scheduling and routing schemes [7, 8] . Generally, most of these existing researchers only characterize the capacity performance changing pattern by scaling laws, and these results cannot directly estimate the actual capacity of the entire network with some specific
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The transmission scheme is modeled to mimic EDCA protocol from the perspective of the spatial geometric relationship among transmitters, in which the division of priorities takes into account both the data type and the transmission distance requirement. and the transmission opportunity under EDCA protocol is calculated and compared with that of CSMA/CA.
More realistic characteristics of the VANET are considered, for instance, the moving pattern of vehicles is described as the classic car-following model, and the propagation channel is modeled as the combination of path-loss and Rayleigh fading.
With the theoretical results obtained from the analysis on spatial transmission opportunity and outage probability, the network transmission capacity of VANETs is thereby calculated and also verified by simulations.
The rest paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the related works are summarized, and the system model of 1-dimensional VANET is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, the transmission scheme is theoretically modeled, and transmission capacity under Rayleigh fading channels is analyzed. Simulation results are illustrated in Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.
Related Works
While the research on network capacity in the traditional wireless ad hoc network has achieved outstanding results, the existing results cannot be directly applied to the vehicular field due to some basic characteristics of VANET. In VANET, vehicle nodes move along the road with regular constraints and can be statistically distributed according to road conditions, and the EDCA protocol is adopted in MAC layer. Some new protocols have designed and proposed for traffic safety data dissemination. In Reference [12] , inter vehicle distance is analyzed within connectivity aware routing design for data dissemination. Additionally, in Reference [13] , a channel selection framework for location-oriented services in VANET is proposed. However, the performance evaluation of these protocols does not take into account network capacity.
Recently some researchers have focused on VANET capacity analysis. Considering that the transmission range of vehicles is much larger than the width of roads, network topology is usually modeled as a one-dimensional linear or urban grid model. In References [14, 15] , the urban traffic network model is described as an extended grid model, and the network asymptotic throughput performance is analyzed intuitively based on protocol model by scaling laws without considering the influence of vehicle distribution and channel fading. Reference [16] analyzed the asymptotic throughput scaling based on physical model without considering the small-scale channel fading. Some studies are present based on a one-dimensional linear model. In References [17] [18] [19] , the authors investigated the maximum density of successful simultaneous transmitters in VANETs, but did not take the interference into account in the transmission. In References [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , the authors proposed the estimation of network capacity in VANETs by considering the impacts of interference. However, in these studies, all data-packets are assumed to hold the same priority, and the task of modeling EDCA is simplified as carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) which cannot really evaluate the performance of the network. In Reference [25] , we have proposed transmission capacity analysis for VANET integrally considering the impacts of the CSMA/CA mechanism, channel fading, and vehicle distribution, however, the MAC protocol is also simplified. In Reference [26] , a priority based MAC is proposed to support the non-safety applications in V2I communication. In this paper, the priority based transmission scheme in MAC layer is designed and analyzed by taking into account both the data type and the transmission distance requirement. Meanwhile, more realistic characteristics of the VANET are considered during the transmission capacity calculation, for instance, the moving pattern of vehicles is described as the classic car-following model, and the propagation channel is modeled as the combination of path-loss and Rayleigh fading.
System Model
In this section, the system model is divided into 1-dimensional VANET model and slotted medium access protocol model for analysis, and performance metrics are proposed at last. The many symbols used in this section and later have been summarized in Table 1 . 
1-Dimensional VANET Model
The VANET model is shown in Figure 1 . Since the length of the road and the radio maximal effective transmission radius are much larger than the road width, the highway is theoretically modeled as a 1-dimensional line, and the signal coverage of one transmitter is illustrated as a 2D-length segment with the transmitter at the midpoint, where D is the maximal effective transmission radius about 500 meters. In the case of sparse node density, the broadcast transmission between the transmitter and neighboring receivers can be approximately modeled as several parallel transmission pairs. For ease of calculation and analysis, we assume that a transmitting node only pairs one receiving node. The distribution of vehicles is assumed as the classic car-following model, in which the distance X between neighbors follows log-normal distribution with µ and σ [27] ,
All vehicles are assumed to equip with the same transmitting data-rate R and power P t . The propagation signal power decays with distance increases and experiences with the small-scale Rayleigh fading. Therefore, the received power is expressed as
where d s denotes the propagation distance between the transmitter and the receiver, α is the path-loss exponent, H denotes the Rayleigh fading factor following exponential distribution with unit mean, that is, f H (x) = exp(−x). 
The VANET model is shown in Figure 1 . Since the length of the road and the radio maximal effective transmission radius are much larger than the road width, the highway is theoretically modeled as a 1-dimensional line, and the signal coverage of one transmitter is illustrated as a 2D-length segment with the transmitter at the midpoint, where D is the maximal effective transmission radius about 500 meters. In the case of sparse node density, the broadcast transmission between the transmitter and neighboring receivers can be approximately modeled as several parallel transmission pairs. For ease of calculation and analysis, we assume that a transmitting node only pairs one receiving node. The distribution of vehicles is assumed as the classic car-following model, in which the distance X between neighbors follows log-normal distribution with  and  [27] ,
All vehicles are assumed to equip with the same transmitting data-rate R and power Pt. The propagation signal power decays with distance increases and experiences with the small-scale Rayleigh fading. Therefore, the received power is expressed as 
Slotted Medium Access Protocol Model
IEEE 802.11p adopts the EDCA protocol to ensure the quality of service (QoS) of different data services and achieve reasonable resource allocation [28] . EDCA divides the application messages into four access categories (ACs) according to the delay sensitivity, which are AC service access (AC_VO), video service access (AC_VI), the best effort to deliver (AC_BE), and background information access (AC_BK). For different ACs, EDCA sets different buffer queues and each queue fulfills a classical CSMA/CA mechanism with specific parameters [29] . By setting different parameters, the different priorities are divided. For example, assigning smaller Arbitration Inter-frame Space (AIFS), CWmin, and CWmax to high priority service categories, it has a shorter back-off time in the contention channel, and increases the probability of a successful contention channel. Where the CWmin and CWmax are the minimum and maximum competing window sizes, respectively. 
IEEE 802.11p adopts the EDCA protocol to ensure the quality of service (QoS) of different data services and achieve reasonable resource allocation [28] . EDCA divides the application messages into four access categories (ACs) according to the delay sensitivity, which are AC service access (AC_VO), video service access (AC_VI), the best effort to deliver (AC_BE), and background information access (AC_BK). For different ACs, EDCA sets different buffer queues and each queue fulfills a classical CSMA/CA mechanism with specific parameters [29] . By setting different parameters, the different priorities are divided. For example, assigning smaller Arbitration Inter-frame Space (AIFS), CW min , and CW max to high priority service categories, it has a shorter back-off time in the contention channel, and increases the probability of a successful contention channel. Where the CW min and CW max are the minimum and maximum competing window sizes, respectively.
The priority in this paper is characterized and modeled by taking into account the data service types and the transmission distance levels. The transmission distance level refers to the effective transmission range between the transmitter and the receiver. When the effective transmission range is small, the transmission distance level is high, whereas when the effective transmission range is large, the transmission distance level is low. For example, the accident is more likely to occur when the distance is closer between the vehicles, hence the warning information needs to be sent with the shortest possible delay in order to avoid accidents. The vehicle can estimate the transmission distance according to the received power of the interaction information, and determine the transmission distance level is Near (N) or Far (F). N indicates that the effective transmission range between the transmitter and the receiver is less than the threshold θ d , and F indicates that the effective transmission range between the transmitter and the receiver is greater than the threshold θ d . According to the data service type and transmission distance level, the priority mechanism table is shown in Table 2 . 
The estimation of transmission distance level is time-sensitive in the case of vehicle movement, and varies with the relative movement speed of the vehicle and time slot interval. Therefore, it is necessary to predict the transmission distance level of the next time slot by combine the data type for judging the data priority. Here, we use the Markov model to predict the transmission distance level of the next time slot. Assuming state S N and state S F represent transmission distance level N and F, respectively. The two states Markov model are shown in Figure 2 , where P NN represents the transition probability from state S N to state S N , P NF is the transition probability from state S N to state S F , P FN represents the transition probability from state S F to state S N , and P FF is the transition probability from state S F to state S F .
The priority in this paper is characterized and modeled by taking into account the data service types and the transmission distance levels. The transmission distance level refers to the effective transmission range between the transmitter and the receiver. When the effective transmission range is small, the transmission distance level is high, whereas when the effective transmission range is large, the transmission distance level is low. For example, the accident is more likely to occur when the distance is closer between the vehicles, hence the warning information needs to be sent with the shortest possible delay in order to avoid accidents. The vehicle can estimate the transmission distance according to the received power of the interaction information, and determine the transmission distance level is Near (N) or Far (F). N indicates that the effective transmission range between the transmitter and the receiver is less than the threshold d  , and F indicates that the effective transmission range between the transmitter and the receiver is greater than the threshold d  . According to the data service type and transmission distance level, the priority mechanism table is shown in Table 2 . 
The estimation of transmission distance level is time-sensitive in the case of vehicle movement, and varies with the relative movement speed of the vehicle and time slot interval. Therefore, it is necessary to predict the transmission distance level of the next time slot by combine the data type for judging the data priority. Here, we use the Markov model to predict the transmission distance level of the next time slot. Assuming state According to the definition of the transmission distance level and the state transition probability, the expressions of each state transition probability can be obtained as:
where d is the transmission distance at the current time, ∆v is the relative speed between the transmitting user and the receiving user, ∆t is the predicted time interval. According to the definition of conditional probability, we have
With the probability of the current transmission distance level
dx, the probability of occurrence of state S N and state S F is, respectively, obtained as
Therefore, the probability that the transmission distance level of the vehicle in the next time slot is grade F or grade N is calculated as follows:
Assuming that the occurrence probability of each priority service type data is the same as 1/4, the priority probability in Table 1 can be calculated and obtained as
During the channel access process, each vehicle senses the channel before transmitting. When the channel is detected as idle, the vehicle waits for an AIFS to enter the back-off process. The value of the back-off timer is a random value in the range [0, CW]. The CW initial value is CW min . The value
of CW increases as a collision occurs, and remains constant when added to CW max . After the data transfer is completed, it returns to the initial value CW min . Note that the EDCA protocol customizes the maximum and minimum contention window values, and then calculates the specific values for each access type based on a certain function relationship. In the traditional distributed coordination function, the node needs to wait for a Distributed Interframe Spacing (DIFS) or Short Interframe Space (SIFS) after detecting the channel idle. In the EDCA mechanism, the DIFS and SIFS are replaced by AIFS, AIFS = SIFS + AIFSN × slotTime (11) where the shortest interframe interval SIFS is the same for different priority access types. Therefore, by setting the values of different AIFSNs to distinguish the frame interval of different priority services, the service with the higher priority has a shorter frame interval time.
Performance Metric
Transmission opportunity: It is defined as the probability that a node is ultimately allowed to transmit under the MAC protocol, denoted by Q.
Outage Probability (τ): It is defined as the probability that the SIR experienced by the reference receiver is below the threshold β, that is
Transmission capacity (C T ): It is defined as the expected spatial density of successful transmissions in the networks, that is
where λ is the density of the potential transmitters in the network.
Transmission Capacity Analysis

Subsection Transmission Opportunity Under EDCA
The EDCA can be modeled as a two-phase protocol for theoretical analysis, which includes a sensing period and a contention period. The flow chart of EDCA protocol is shown in Figure 3 .
In the sensing period, each vehicle senses the channel before transmitting, and a set of vehicles are preselected only if their detecting maximum signal power is lower than the threshold θ c . In the contention period, after querying the priority mechanism table to obtain the contention window value and arbitration inter frame space, the preselected vehicles wait for an AIFS and start the back-off process to avoid collisions among others. The value of the back-off timer is a random value in the range [0, CW]. The CW initial value is CW min . The value of CW increases as a collision occurs, and remains constant when added to CW max . By monitoring the medium, a pre-selected vehicle decides to start its transmission if no contender is detected to the run out of its back-off timer, otherwise it defers. That is to say, a preselected vehicle in the contention period is allowed to transmit only if it has the minimum back-off timer among all the contenders. The probability that a vehicle is preselected is denoted by q Q , and the probability that the preselected one successfully transmits is denoted by c Q . Therefore, the transmission opportunity under the EDCA protocol is expressed as
In the sensing period, vehicles sense the channel before transmitting at the beginning of each time slot. We first calculate the probability that a vehicle is preselected during the sensing period. Let t  denotes the set of active transmitters occupy the channel at the same time, and the density of The probability that a vehicle is preselected is denoted by Q q , and the probability that the preselected one successfully transmits is denoted by Q c . Therefore, the transmission opportunity under the EDCA protocol is expressed as Q = Q q Q c .
In the sensing period, vehicles sense the channel before transmitting at the beginning of each time slot. We first calculate the probability that a vehicle is preselected during the sensing period. Let Π t denotes the set of active transmitters occupy the channel at the same time, and the density of Π t is assumed as λ t . The received signal power from the i th (i ∈ Π t ) active transmitter occupying the channel at an arbitrary vehicle X is given by
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where Y i is the coordinate of the i th (i ∈ Π t ) active transmitter, and H i is the power coefficient of the fading channel between Y i and X. Then, the maximum received signal power at X can be denoted as
During sensing period, X is selected as an preselected transmitters only if its detecting maximum signal power is lower than the threshold θ c , thus, Q q can be calculated as follow:
According to the definition of the indicating function, it can be obtained as
er f
where (a) follows by the channel is Rayleigh faded, i.e., H is exponentially distributed with unit mean, that is f H (x) = exp(−x).
Lemma 1.
During the sensing period in EDCA, the probability that a vehicle is selected as a preselected transmitter is given by
During the competitive period, the preselected vehicle needs to wait for an Arbitration Inter Frame Space (AIFS) after the channel detection is idle. The representation of AIFS is shown in (11) .
For different priorities of data, the values set for SIFS are the same, and the values set for AIFSN are not the same. Thus, according to Formula (11), different AIFS can be obtained by setting different values of AIFSN. After waiting for an AIFS, the eligible vehicle turns on the back-off timer, and the back-off time is expressed as
where the initial value of CW is set to CW min , and the value of CW increases as (CW + 1) × 2 − 1 for each collision, and remains constant when added to CW max . After the data transfer is completed, it returns to the initial value CW min . Combined with Formula (11) and Formula (19), the total time that the eligible vehicle in the competitive phase needs to wait is expressed as
After an AIFS, the preselected vehicles compete with each other, and only the one which has the minimum timer is selected as the active node and allowed to transmit.
As Q q is obtained, the density of the point process formed by the eligible transmitters is given by λ q = λ t Q q , and Φ q denotes the point process formed by the eligible transmitters. Consider two arbitrary eligible transmitters X and Z i (X, Z i ∈ Φ q ), we define Z i as the contender of X, only if PH|Z i − X| −α ≥ θ q , where θ q is the predefined carrier sensing threshold in the contention period.
Thus, the density of the contenders around X is computed as λ c = λ q Pr PH r α ≥ θ q = λ t Q q exp( −θ q r α P ). We assume Π X c is the set of all the contenders around X, and m i is the total waiting timer of the contender Z i . Then, the probability that the preselected vehicle is ultimately allowed to transmit is derived as
In VANET, the application messages are divided into four access categories according to the delay sensitivity. We assume that the probability of occurrence of different priority services is the same as 1/4. Since the calculation process is similar, we only analyze the transmission opportunities for the highest priority message. In Formula (21), the value of SIFS is fixed, so we simplify the total waiting time t in the contention phase to t = AIFSN + CW × Random(0, 1). Set AIFSN i and CW i as the priority of arbitration inter frame space and contention window.
For the highest priority message (t ∈ [AIFSN 1 ,
Then, under the highest priority, Q h c is calculated as
For the lowest priority message (t ∈ [AIFSN 8 ,
Then, under the lowest priority, Q l c is calculated as
Lemma 2. When Q q and Q c are derived as above, the transmission opportunity of an arbitrary vehicle under the EDCA protocol is thereby characterized as Q = Q q Q c .
Transmission Opportunity Under CSMA/CA
The CSMA/CA can also be modeled as a two-phase protocol for theoretical analysis. Let Q q be the probability that a vehicle is selected as a preselected transmitter during the sensing period in CSMA/CA, and Q c be the probability that the preselected vehicle is ultimately allowed to transmit.
In the sensing period, the calculation of Q q is the same as Q q , that is Q q = Q q . In the competitive period, the preselected vehicle is allowed to transmitter only if its back-off time is the smallest among the other contenders. Different from EDCA, all data-packets under CSMA/CA are assumed to hold the same priority. Therefore, Q c is calculated as
From Formula (24), Formula (26), and Formula (27), we can prove that
Outage Probability
Because of the complexity of the distribution of the nodes in VANET, it is difficult to calculate the statistical distribution of all the interference nodes in the network. According to the bound effect of interference power in the wireless network, the first layer of interferers can only be considered instead of the aggregated simultaneous transmitters [25] . As shown in Figure 4 , the worst interfered case is considered where the vehicles transmitting concurrently are just outside the competition region ( CR As shown in Figure 4 , the worst interfered case is considered where the vehicles transmitting concurrently are just outside the competition region (CR). Assume the reference receiver R 0 locate at the origin, and its corresponding transmitter is denoted by T 0 , and the distance between T 0 and R 0 is expressed as D s . Denote the right and left interfering nodes of R 0 as T 1 and T 2 , and the distances between T 1 and R 0 , T 2 and R 0 are expressed as D I 1 and D I 2 , respectively. Since the boundary of CR uniformly locates between two adjacent vehicle nodes, the distance between the right boundary of T 0 's CR and T 1 is expressed as R G = X · U, where X is the distance between any two adjacent vehicle nodes, and U is uniformly distributed within [0,1]. Therefore, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and probability density function (PDF) of R G can be calculated as
Duo to the symmetry feature, D 2 has the identical PDF of D 1 . Given D s = d s , the conditional PDF of D 1 and D 2 is derived, respectively, as follow
According to Formula (4), the outage probability τ is derived as follows
where I 1 = HD I 1 , and I 2 = HD I 2 denote the interference experiences by R 0 from T 1 and T 2 respectively.
Lemma 3. When the transmission opportunity Q and the outage probability τ are derived, the transmission capacity C T = λ t Q(1 − τ) of the linear VANET under the EDCA protocol is thereby characterized.
Simulation Results
We build a 1-dimensional linear VANET environment with Matlab to validate the theoretical results. Under the long enough straight road environment, the whole EDCA channel access mechanism is simulated (the parameters take the values specified in 802.11p), and the channels are Rayleigh fading and path-loss fading. Each vehicle transmits frames with a constant bit rate and the moving pattern is described as classic car-following model. In addition, we present some numerical analytical results, such as the relationship between transmission opportunity and maximum received beacon power threshold and predefined carrier sensing threshold. The parameters are shown in Table 3 . The simulation results on transmission opportunity and capacity with highest and lowest priority under EDCA versus the density of vehicles are illustrated and compared with those without priority under CSMA/CA in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively, where θ c = −75 dBm. In Figure 5 , it can be observed that the transmission opportunity is a decreasing function of the density of vehicles. This is because that, with the increase of potential transmitters, the completion that the reference vehicle is confronted with becomes more intense. It can also be observed that the vehicles with highest priority under EDCA has more transmission opportunity than the vehicles without priority under CSMA/CA. This can be attributed to the reason that the vehicles with highest priority under EDCA have shorter back-off time in comparison to the vehicles with the lowest priority in the contention period. In Figure 6 , the simulation results show that the network transmission capacity increases slowly as vehicle density increases. This is because in low density scenes, the number of active transmitters in the whole network increases with the increase of vehicle density, and the network transmission capacity also increases. On the other hand, more vehicles competing for access to the channel will lead to more collision and transmission outage. In the end, the transmission capacity tends to be flat. Figure 6 also shows that the network transmission capacity is improved obviously under the EDCA with the highest priority. The results in both figures are consistent with the theoretical analysis results in Formula (27), Formula (28) and Lemma 3. Figure 7 gives the simulation results of the transmission capacity versus the transmission opportunity with highest priority under EDCA, where λ = 10, 15/km, respectively. It is notable that the transmission capacity increases when the transmission opportunity increases. This shows that for the design of the MAC protocol, the focus of improving network transmission capacity is to design a high transmission opportunity that can avoid information collision with limited interference. It also proves that the simulation results are consistent with the theoretical results.
The analytical results on transmission opportunity with highest priority under EDCA versus maximum received beacon power threshold θ c are shown in Figure 8 , where λ = 50, 10/km respectively, and θ q = −75 dBm. It is evident from the results that the transmission opportunity is an increasing function of θ c , and it decreases as the density of transmitter increases. This can be attributed to the reason that the probability that potential transmitters become alternate transmitters increases with the increases of θ c , therefore, the transmission opportunity also increases. On the other hand, with the decrease of λ, the competition for alternative transmitters in the contention period decreases, and the network transmission opportunity increases. Figure 9 shows the transmission opportunity with the highest priority under EDCA versus the predefined carrier sensing threshold θ q , where λ = 50, 10/km, respectively, and θ c = −75 dBm. It is evident from the results that the network transmission opportunity is an increasing function of θ q , and it increases as the density of the transmitter decreases. This is because, with the increase of the competition threshold θ q , the density of transmitters which competing with the alternate transmitter becomes smaller, thus the probability of alternative transmitters competing for success increases. Compared with Figure 8 , the transmission opportunity has a closer relationship to λ in Figure 9 . From Figure 10 , the relationship between outage probability and SIR threshold is illustrated, where d s = 150, 200 m respectively. The outage probability logarithmically increase while SIR threshold increases and approach to 1 when β larger than 1000. The higher SIR Threshold means a higher QoS requirement. The outage probability also increases when the value of d s increases, as the reason of the signal received at the receiver from the reference transmitters is decreased, and the SIR is thereby decreased. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the transmission capacity under EDCA in VANETs environment is analyzed from the perspective of the spatial geometric relationship among transmitters. In our study, the transmission scheme is set to mimic EDCA protocol, and the moving pattern of vehicles is described as the classic car-following model based on lognormal distribution. Based on this model, the transmission opportunity and the outage probability under EDCA protocol are calculated by applying tools from stochastic geometry, and the transmission capacity of 1-dimensional VANET is thereby obtained. Finally, the highest priority and lowest priority of transmission opportunities and 
In this paper, the transmission capacity under EDCA in VANETs environment is analyzed from the perspective of the spatial geometric relationship among transmitters. In our study, the transmission scheme is set to mimic EDCA protocol, and the moving pattern of vehicles is described as the classic car-following model based on lognormal distribution. Based on this model, the transmission opportunity and the outage probability under EDCA protocol are calculated by applying tools from stochastic geometry, and the transmission capacity of 1-dimensional VANET is thereby obtained. Finally, the highest priority and lowest priority of transmission opportunities and transmission capacity under this model are simulated, the theoretical results are verified, and the change rules of transmission opportunity and outage probability with the specific parameters are more intuitive. In the future, the convergence of wireless network and optical network can improve network performance such as large bandwidth, high speed, and low latency [30] . Some scholars have proposed to use optical wireless communication to improve the performance of vehicular communication [31] , which is also our next research focus.
